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GENERALIZATION OF A RESULT OF HALLDEN

ROBERT V. KOHN

We take M, v, Ί as primitive connectives; let ^ be the set of all wffs in
these connectives. We take the connectives Λ, D, —3, =, and L to be defined
in the usual ways. If α e -C, we write JC. [a] for the smallest subset of X
containing a and closed under the connectives M, v, Ί . A modal logic is a
proper subset of <£ which is closed under the rules of uniform substitution
and modus ponens, and contains all tautologies. If Lx and L2 are modal
logics, then Lx is an extension of L2 iff L2 c Lχ Let PC denote the
classical propositional calculus. For any wff a e *£, let 2 be the wff of PC
obtained by erasing all occurrences of "M" in a.

Lemma Let a e -C [p], and suppose tψςά D p. Then there is an n ^ 1 such
that h^a -ΊMnp.

Proof: First of all, notice that for any wffs y, δ and any affirmative
modality F, if t-gyy —? δ then h&F γ —> Fδ; moreover, for each such F there
is an n such that ^Fp -3 Mnp. The proof now proceeds by induction,
showing that the Lemma is true of both β and iβ for every β e -C [/>]. In the
case β = p, the assertion of the Lemma is trivial for β and vacuous for iβ.
Suppose the Lemma has been verified for both γ and lγ. If β is My and
^pζβ 3 P, then ^pcy D p, so by hypothesis there is an n such that h^ry —5Mnp.
Then h^Mγ-^Mn+1p. If j8 is ΊMy and *pς/3 D />, then pcTy => P- s o there is
an n such that H^Ίy-^Mw/>. Then ^ L Ί y H L M " / ) , so t-^ΊMy -$Mn+1 p.
Now suppose the Lemma has been verified for γl9 y2, Ίy 1 ? and Ίy 2 . If β is
γι v y2 and ^ψQβ 3 />, then t ^ y i 3 /> and ^ ^ 3 p. So there are wx and n2

such that Fg2"y!-^MW1/) and ^y2-^Mn2p. Put n = max (n1? w2); then
Kgyri v γ2-^Mnp. Now suppose β is "Kyi v y2), and \ψ^β z> />. Then
^pςdyi Λ Ίy2) D />; since yx and y2 are in *C[/>], it follows that i-iy .̂ z> /) for
either i = 1 or i = 2. Then by hypothesis, there is an n such that h ^ Ί y ^
Mnp, so ^2"Π(yi v y2) -^Mnp. The induction is now complete.

The modal logic Tr of [2] is that modal logic which contains all a e X
such that *pςS. McKinsey [3] has shown that Tr is the unique Post-complete
extension of S4.
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Theorem Let L be any modal logic which extends S2. Then either L c T r
or there is an n ̂ 2 such that \-^MnpΛ

Proof. Suppose L is not a sublogic of Tr, and choose a e L such that p^δ.
Then there is a substitution instance α* of a such that a* e -C [/>] and
*pς 2* D p. Hence by the Lemma there is an n such that ^ α* -β Mnp, and
so y^Mnp.

Corollary Let L be a modal logic which extends S3. Then either L c Tr
or SI c L.

Proof: This follows immediately from the Theorem, since I ^ M K I / ) Ξ M W 2 / )

for % 25 2 and /^ ̂  2, and since S7 can be axiomatized by adding MMp to S3,
with only uniform substitution and modus ponens as rules of inference.
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